
Battle Chasers: 
Nightwar
© 2017 THQ Nordic
Nightwar features deep dungeon 
diving, turn-based combat, and a rich 
story driven by exploration of the 

world. Choose three of the many heroes you’ve 
unlocked, fill your travel backpack with items 
from your stash, make sure you’ve chosen the 
best equipment and abilities for each hero ... and 
then strike out for adventure! Rated T.
SW-TH171201 Switch  $40

Black Mirror
© 2017 THQ Nordic
Scotland, 1926. Following the suicide 
of his father, David Gordon visits his 
ancestral home for the first time in 

his life. Tormented by nightmares and waking 
dreams, David fears that it might be his destiny 
to follow in his father’s footsteps, down a path 
that leads to madness and death. Is there really 
a family curse? It is up to David to uncover the 
truth, buried under generations of silence. 
Rated M.
P4-TH171202 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-TH171202 Xbox One $40

De Blob 1
© 2017 THQ Nordic
The evil I.N.K.T. Corporation has 
declared ‘Color is a Crime!’ and 
leeched Chroma City of all its beauty 

and interest. The race to rescue Chroma City has 
just begun, and only de Blob can save the world 
from a black-and-white future with his unique 
abilities to color the world back to life. Rated E.
P4-TH171203 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-TH171203 Xbox One $20

The End Is Nigh
© 2017 Sega
Ash is one of the few creatures to 
survive the end of the world. Follow 
Ash as he flops his way through a 
future of Pain and suffering. Feel 

his stress levels rise as you throw him into an 
endless swarm of decaying, mutant animal-like 
creatures. Help him along this final quest to 
make a friend. Rated M.
SW-SG171209 Switch  $30

I’m making my list and checking it twice. 
Tree decorated? No. Gifts wrapped? 
Nope. Gifts purchased? Not quite. Never 
mind. Let’s focus on what we have been 
doing: shipping, shipping, shipping.

The fall flood of video games continues 
to roll into and out of our warehouse. 
Thankfully, the December titles are sparse 
so we can catch our collective breath and 
your library can catch up titles that you 
may have skipped in September, October, 
or November. 

Per usual, our offices will be closed from 
December 22 until January 2. Please note 
that many of the December titles are late-
month releases and may not arrive to you 
before January 1. If your library needs 
pro forma invoices or any end-of-year 
accounting, please contact us so that we 
can provide the paperwork before we take 
our holiday break.

Enjoy the holiday season and the final 
weeks of 2017. We will see you back here 
in January.

 

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

Hello Neighbor
© 2017 gearbox
Your Neighbor is very protective 
of his property. In order to find out 
what he’s hiding, you must lure 

him out of the house so you can sneak inside. 
He also learns from the tricks you play on him. 
Do you normally sneak in through the back 
window? Next time there might be a bear trap 
waiting for you! Always entering through a 
specific door? Soon there will be cameras to 
watch for you! Rated E.
X1-GB171205 Xbox One $30

Little Nightmares: 
Complete Edition
© 2017 baNdai
Immerse yourself in Little 
Nightmares, a dark whimsical tale 

that will force you to confront your childhood 
fears. Escape the Maw, a vast, and mysterious 
vessel inhabited by corrupted souls. As 
you progress, explore the most disturbing 
dollhouse offering a prison to escape from 
and a playground full of secrets to discover. 
Reconnect with your inner child to unleash 
your imagination and find the way out! Rated T.
P4-BN171126 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-BN171126 Xbox One $30

Minecraft: New 
Nintendo 3DS Edition
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Explore randomly generated 

worlds and build amazing things from the 
simplest of homes to the grandest of castles. 
Play in Creative Mode with unlimited resources 
or mine deep into the world in Survival Mode, 
crafting weapons and armor to fend off the 
dangerous mobs. Rated E10.
3DS-ND171206 3DS  $30

Monopoly
© 2017 UbiSoft
America’s favorite family board 
game makes its debut on Switch. 
Experience three unique 3D boards 
at home or on-the-go. Customize 

your game by selecting from official house 
rules. Don’t have time for a full game? Speed it 
up with special goals that shorten play sessions, 
and actions cards to move you around the board 
and personalize your opponents. Build your 
empire and trade your way to victory! Rated E.
SW-UB171128 Switch  $40
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Tokyo Xanadu Ex+
© 2017 akSyS
Quest through Morimiya City 
and battle hordes of mindbending 
monsters. Each character possesses 

unique weapons and skills to battle the 
monstrosities within this strange realm. 
Unravel the secrets of Eclipse and vanquish 
evil from Morimiya. Talk to characters, build 
relationships and forge alliances. Navigate the 
expansive cityscape of Morimiya City. Upgrade 
your equipment, play mini games and train in 
dungeons. Rated T.
P4-AK171211 PlayStation 4 $60

Tricky Towers
© 2017 SoedeSco
With your brilliant robe and magic 
powers, it is time to build some 
Tricky Towers! Stack your bricks in 

this land of fable, whose marvelous tower will 
be the most stable? Battle your friends and rise 
to fame, in this frantic physics game. Rated E.
P4-SO171146 PlayStation 4 $20

WWE 2K18
© 2017 take 2
WWE 2K18 promises to bring you 
closer to the ring than ever before 
with hard-hitting action, stunning 
graphics, drama, excitement, new 

game modes, additional match types, deep 
creation capabilities, and everything you’ve 
come to love from WWE 2K. The best part is, 
the action never stops on Nintendo Switch, and 
you can enjoy WWE 2K18 at home, on-the-go, 
anywhere! Rated T.
SW-TK171213 Switch  $60

Nights of Azure 2: Bride 
of the New Moon
© 2017 KOEI
Nights of Azure 2: Bride of the New 

Moon takes place in a fictional, demon-ridden 
Western European city towards the end of the 
19th century. The story focuses on a knight 
protector named Alushe and her two childhood 
friends, Liliana, a kind-hearted priestess, and 
Ruhenheid, a holy knight of the Lourdes Order. 
While guarding Liliana, Alushe is ambushed 
and killed only to later awaken as an artificial 
half-demon at the hands of the New Curia, a 
religious organization with dark ties. Rated T.
P4-KO171132 PlayStation 4 $60
SW-KO171132 Switch  $60

Okami HD
© 2017 capcom
Take on the role of Amaterasu, 
the Japanese sun goddess who 
inhabits the form of a legendary 

white wolf Shiranui on a quest to defeat Orochi 
who is responsible for turning the world into 
a wasteland. Players must use Amaterasu’s 
magical abilities and arsenal of items, attacks 
and Celestial Brush techniques to restore the 
land of Nippon to its previous glory full of 
life and color. Along the way, Amaterasu will 
be called upon to help a cast of quirky and 
intriguing characters and defeat a bevy of brutal 
enemies to rid the land of Orochi’s curse. 
Rated T.
P4-CP171207 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP171207 Xbox One $20

Outcast: Second 
Contact
© 2017 maximUm gameS
You are Cutter Slade, a former 
Navy SEAL notorious for your 

skills ... and your heated temper. Pulled out 
of retirement after a series of bizarre events 
involving a newly discovered parallel universe, 
you are sent on a mission to save the Earth 
from total destruction. Travel to an alien world, 
earn the trust of its intelligent inhabitants, and 
uncover the secrets to an advanced civilization 
that could threaten life as we know it. Rated T.
P4-MX171133 PlayStation 4 $40

Pokemon Ultra Moon
© 2017 NiNteNdo
A new light shines on the Alola 
region! Take on the role of a 

Pokemon Trainer and encounter Pokemon, 
uncover new tales, and unravel the mystery 
behind the two forms reminiscent of the 
Legendary Pokemon. These new titles power 
up the Pokemon Sun and Pokemon Moon content 
with new story additions and features, earning 
them the name Ultra! Another adventure is 
about to begin! Rated E.
3DS-ND171134 3DS  $40

Pokemon Ultra Sun
© 2017 NiNteNdo
A new light shines on the Alola 
region! Take on the role of a 

Pokemon Trainer and encounter Pokemon, 
uncover new tales, and unravel the mystery 
behind the two forms reminiscent of the 
Legendary Pokemon. These new titles power 
up the Pokemon Sun and Pokemon Moon content 
with new story additions and features, earning 
them the name Ultra! Another adventure is 
about to begin! Rated E.
3DS-ND171135 3DS  $40

Radial-G
© 2017 U&i eNtertaiNmeNt
Climb into the cockpit of a 
futuristic race craft and tear up 
the anti-gravity track. Offering 

single and multiplayer action, Radial-G delivers 
full-immersion PSVR combat racing, featuring 
gut-wrenching twists, jumps, splits and unique 
inverted racing! Rated E10.
PVR-UI171208 PlayStation 4VR $40

School Girl/Zombie 
Hunter
© 2017 akSyS
This is a story of survival: five 
students cut off from the outside 

world and surrounded by a seemingly endless 
flood of ravening zombie hordes. Working 
together and on their own, each of the five 
characters has their own trials, tribulations, 
and triumphs as they all strive for common 
goals: find the source of the undead infestation, 
annihilate them with overpowering weaponry 
and fashionable undergarments, and put an end 
to this crisis. Rated M.
P4-AK171136 PlayStation 4 $40

Snipperclips Plus: Cut 
It Out, Together!
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Paper pals Snip and Clip must cut 
each other into the right shapes to 
overcome tricky obstacles in this 

updated version of the game. Partner up with 
friends or family to solve puzzles, including 
new comic book and toy box worlds, and more! 
Play the original levels in new shapes! Rated E.
SW-ND171140 Switch  $30

This Is The Police
© 2017 THQ Nordic
Dive into a deep story of corruption, 
crime and intrigue. Take the role 
of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, 
and come face to face with the 

ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling 
the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with 
a nice stack of bills, or will he end up broken 
... or worse? Manage your staff, respond to 
emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on 
the brink of chaos. Rated M.
SW-TH171210 Switch  $30

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”


